




The active layer:

In all periglacial areas there exists a surface layer of ground that freezes in 

winter and thaws in summer.

If this layer overlies permafrost, this zone of annual freezing and thawing is 

called the active layer.

Repeated freezing and thawing within the active layer often results in the 

formation of distinctive small-scale landforms and sedimentary structures at 

places where the active layer consists of unlitified sediments.

The active layer generally is quite shallow (less than 50 cm) in the high arctic 

in the case of unlitified sediments. In bedrock and outside the high arctic the 

active layer thickness may well exceed 1.5 m.









This is, however, a 

bit more 

complex….



Two definitions of 

the active layer:





Seasonal changes in the active layer



Active layer thawing

Non-conductive heat transfer 

during thawing

Zero-curtain effect during 

freezing



Coarse sediments and non-

conductive heat transport

Coarse sediments and non-

conductive heat transport



High ice/water content in the lower part of the active layer







Liquid water Ice

The lattice structure of ice also causes the about 9% volume expansion taking 

place when liquid water changes into solid ice.



High ice/water content in the lower part of the active layer

















Photo S. Larsson July 1973



About 80 debris flows, transporting c. 7000 

m3 within subcatchment area of 6.8 km2, 

corresponding to c. 1 mm denudation.

30.8 mm rain within 12 hours, starting 

afternoon 10. July 1972.















Two definitions of 

the active layer:





Controls on permafrost temperatures

Gruvefjellet meteorological station, central Spitsbergen, Svalbard, 18th May 2002
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Air temperature and ground temperature
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Permafrost and climate: A somewhat complicated relation
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• Geothermic response to changes in temperature (TTOP)




